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ABSTRACT  

Digitalization has created new kind of ways to do business in port industry. This paper studied 

the what kind of risks and opportunities digitalizing processes in ports can create. The method 

for the study was to conclude through interviews which were presented for people who work 

closely with ports that are in the Gulf of Finland. 

 

The port industry in Estonia and Finland had a relatively good sight in adopting digital 

innovations. Ports of Kotka, Helsinki and Tallinn did realize that they will be needed to keep 

implementing new technologies match the rising demand.  

 

The impact of digitalization was seen as a useful asset that improves the operations that are 

already ongoing. The most significant findings were that digitalization improves the level of 

efficiency with automation and better communication and data exchange. It was also seen to 

reduce cost significantly. 

 

This study aimed to answer three questions about the digital environment in the ports. The first 

question was how digitalization has created value for the port industry in Estonia and Finland.  

The second questions aimed to find out what kind of threats digitalization poses to the port 

industry. The third questions tried to see what kind of new business opportunities digitalization 

makes possible for the industry. 

 

Key Words: Digitalization, port digitalization, port industry, opportunities, threats 
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INTRODUCTION 

The third economic revolution that is currently taking place, is increasingly urging organizations 

to fully digitalize. In this regard, transformations in all business fields from marketing to 

production, are posing challenges which companies aim to combat through digitalization. In 

response to the ever-changing business environment and requirements, companies employ 

digitalization for generating change in all activities, processes, strategies and products (Thulesius, 

2016). This implies that the use of technology will be increased with the intention to further 

enhance organizational performance. Kotler (2007) explained that by utilizing digitalization in the 

constantly changing market environment, companies could increase their competitiveness 

(Komulainen, 2016). 

 

Digitalization has influenced the traditional ways of creating value and a well-implemented 

digitalization process can be a valuable asset for empowering a business and helping it gain a 

competitive advantage (Rajala, Westerlund & Möller, 2012). Digitalization will change the entire 

structure of work, management, communication and processes mostly through the faster and more 

accessible internet (Thulesius, 2016). Digital transformation takes effect via four levers, namely 

automation, digital customer access, connectivity and digital data. The third wave of digital 

transformation has its focus on the collecting of data that could previously not be gathered and 

measures for using this data to improve an ongoing business (Yoo, Lyytinen, Boland, & Berente, 

2010). 

 

In the maritime sector, digitalization is going to play a key role in the success of the ports 

(Thulesius, 2016). In order to reach their potential competitiveness, it is necessary for the ports to 

integrate their systems to the present time as well as continue adopting new technologies. An 

example of the difference that digitalization generates can be found in the logistics sector. The 

new technologies offer an opportunity to operate and handle the flow of goods in a more durable 

way that enables reduced costs and improved efficiency. According to the European Federation of 

Inland Ports (EFIP, 2017), if a port does not invest in digitalization and information technology 

(IT), it will not be able to maintain a competitive enough the logistics side.  

 

This thesis focuses on the ports of Helsinki, Kotka and Tallinn in the Baltic region. The reason 

why these ports where chosen, is because the main ports of Estonia and Finland are both located 
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in the capital cities and are major cargo points well positioned for shipping activities in both 

countries. According to the statistics presented in the Port of Helsinki’s annual report of 2016, a 

number of 8 735 000 passengers traveled the Helsinki - Tallinn route that year. The total passenger 

traffic in the port of Helsinki was over 11,5 million people, which makes the number of passengers 

traveling to Tallinn approximately 73% of the overall rate. Consequently, these ports have high 

revenue and for that matter more assets to invest in digital software and equipment. The enormous 

amount of information and customers involved in these ports emphasizes the need for proper 

management and handling that can only be achieved through the act of digitalization. 

 

Objective 

 

In this regard, the aim of this study is to:  

Evaluate the competitive advantages, threats and opportunities that the digitalization process  

brings to the port industry in Estonia and Finland. 

 

The research questions (RQ) to address this aim are: 

RQI: How has digitalization created value for the Port industry in the Estonia and Finland? 

RQ2: What types of threats can the digitalization process pose to the port industry? 

RQ3: What possible business opportunities can digitalization create for the industry? 

 

Scope 

 

Since the main objective of this work is to explore and explain how the digitalization process has 

changed the port environment and businesses in Estonia and Finland, the research methods are 

qualitative and realized through interviewing. Targeted respondents are managers who work in the 

port industry with the digital processes or are closely related to ports or the digital processes. A 

total of six people was interviewed, all of whom were involved in the decision-making processes 

of their respective ports. All interviews were carried out in spring 2018 and there were six 

interviews. 

 

This study is structured in the following manner: the first chapter reviews the literature work of 

this thesis where this study provides an overview of the of ports and digitalization. The second 

chapter consists of the methodology of the study and the research philosophy. The chapter contains 

the sample selection and the research design of this study. The next chapter evaluates the results 
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and findings of this study and adds the discussion of relevant targets. The final chapter concludes 

the main findings and summarizes the study. 
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1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter contains a discussion about why digitalization is important to port operators. It shows 

how digitalization enables many opportunities to improve business operations all the way from 

cargo handling efficiency to marketing. However, wrongly implemented it can have detrimental 

effects. This chapter also discusses the Finnish and Estonian ports of Helsinki, Kotka and Tallinn 

as major players in the Nordic economy since both countries rely on import and export although 

seemingly small on the global scale. 

1.1 Digitalization 

The world is currently evolving towards an information society and moving further away from the 

industrial era (Stadler, R., Brenner, W. & Herrmann, A., 2014, p. 18). The corporate environment 

is shifting towards information centricity on a global scale and in all fields of business. Information 

and data are “today’s oil” and can be harnessed for several purposes (Clive Humby, 2006). The 

National Report on Digitalization (Divia, 2014) stated that companies are not only looking for 

efficiency improvements but also for strategical advantages that improve marketing, customer co-

creation and branding through interactions in the digital environment. 

 

The various channels and platforms that are provided by digitalization, can enhance the 

implementation of marketing and branding measures. Thus, companies are able to target their 

specific audience in marketing in a way that enables them to reach the desired level of attention. 

Lipiäinen, & Karjaluoto (2015) found in their case study that companies seem to benefit from an 

overall branding approach, which integrates their internal and external ways of acting. Another 

benefit of digitalization is that it also improves retail services and information sharing. 

Komulainen (2016) referred to a case which found that digital transformation is crucial for 

branding because the corporate world tends to favor partners with a good image.  Moreover, public 

opinion has grown stronger in recent times and will continue to grow in the years to come.  

 

Companies no longer depend on a single sales channel like brick-and-mortar shops but rather on 

several different channels from which they retail their products or services. For example, online 

retailing has evolved through digitalization and is taking markets from the regular shops (Doherty 
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& Ellis-Chadwick 2009). Buyers want to have information about the products or services prior to 

making a purchase, which implies a need for both, increased communication between the buying 

and selling parties and increased digital data that can provide detailed information to customers 

before they make their purchasing decision (Järvinen & Taiminen, 2016). This information flow 

and the availability have had a transformational impact on product life spans and traditional 

business models (Chesbrough, 2011).  John Chambers, the Executive Chairman of Cisco Systems 

stated that ”At least 40% of all businesses may die in the next 10 years if they do not figure out 

how to change their entire company to accommodate new technologies” (Ross, 2015). This means 

that all industries, including the port industry must find a way to harness the digitalization process 

to benefit from their operations and gain a competitive advantage. The information flow and the 

availability has had a changing impact on the product lifespan and on the traditional business 

models (Komulainen, 2016). As Komulainen has suggested, the digitalization process that utilizes 

new technology and improves the information flow will continue to shape the business models 

that companies use and inevitably shape the organizational structure, operational functionality, 

and the overall business process. 

1.2 Digitalization in Ports 

The maritime industry is also in the midst of the third digital transformation in the global economy. 

The first and second digital transformation generations mostly focused on establishing the 

foundation for improved information flows in terminals and port communities and thus enabled 

and improved terminal automation, trading, and interaction in local and global contexts. However, 

the on-going third generation mainly targets active measurement, control and the assisting of port 

operations and port infrastructure by seizing the available data sources and continuous interactions 

in the port community (Heilig, Schwarze, & Voss, 2017). If ports do not invest in the digitalization 

process their logistics cannot match the level of competition because only this system can help to 

manage the flow of the cargo in the port area in a more efficient and cost-saving way. More so, 

ports who do not invest in the digital process will fall behind because they cannot catch up with 

other ports that use digital processes (EFIP, 2017). 

 

Companies are looking for different kind of benefits from digitalization and not only efficiency 

improvements. They seek especially for strategical benefits like customer co-creation, digital 

marketing, and branding. This implies that the port industry like any other industry is looking to 
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improve their customer focus to serve them better.  According to Murnane (2016), there are three 

main themes for Ports and shipping industry:  

(1) improving customer experience; 

(2) commercial excellence; 

(3) end-to-end collaboration. 

 

Ports are becoming more customer-focused and paying attention to their branding. There is no 

better branding than good customer experience and satisfied customers who will talk about their 

service quality and in an industry like ports where the main focus is in business to business 

transactions the customer satisfaction is extremely valuable (Lipiäinen & Karjaluoto, 2015).  

 

Venkatraman (1994) analyzed the digital process and created a model of five different levels. The 

levels are categorized by the impact to the organization from minor impact where a certain 

business process is changed, to larger levels where redesigning an entire business model (see figure 

1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Model of IT-enabled business transformation (Venkatraman, 1994). 
 

The first level depicted in the figure is called localized exploitation and does not have a major 

impact on the companies processes and in this phase the potential is not fully used. One of the 

main targets is to improve and offer aid for business functions by improving the basic IT 

operations. Second, internal exploitation is the phase where the technical side merges with the 
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organizational side. This could contain a new enterprise resource planning system for the 

company. The third level is more complex. It is the phase where the company starts to reconstruct 

and construct existing and new business processes. Also, shaping the organizational composition 

is needed to gain the advantages of the new IT abilities. Redesigning business networks is the 

fourth level. In phase four companies redesign their inter-organizational business connections. 

Shared digital knowledge can be data that has been gathered from own processes or from platforms 

that are in broader use. Considerations of the strategic advantages and benefits that can be achieved 

must be established. The fifth level is business scope redefinition. The redefinition of the business 

scope means that the companies must assess what kind of changes must be done due to new 

technology. Since the old processes and capabilities have been altered, it is necessary to assess 

whether to outsource, modify or widen some functions. This process may also require establishing 

new services, partnerships, and strategies (Venkatraman, 1994). 

 

On a global level, large-scale ports like those of Hamburg and Rotterdam have already started 

renewing their businesses to match the modern-day time as explained by Venkatraman (1994). 

Port of Hamburg (2017) has started their first fully automated reefer container monitor, meaning 

that the supervising of the incoming and outgoing container traffic is fully automated. It has 

already reduced work intensity and documentation input. The authorities in Germany decided to 

start the smartPORT logistics project in 2010 in the port of Hamburg. The target of the project was 

to improve the movements and timing of the cargo flows and the transportation methods that are 

used with investments in the port infrastructure and new information program. The basic logic was 

to combine the control of all transportation measures into a specific control center which enables 

make more agile decision-making and better communication with the incoming traffic. The 

decision-making is based on real-time data that is gathered from the drivers on the way (Heilig, 

Schwarze & Voss, 2017). 
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1.3 Opportunities and Values of Port Digitalization 

Digitalization confronts the original and traditional way of competition and value building; 

business processes are heading more and more for networks and platforms (Zott, Amit & Massa 

2011). All kinds of networks and platforms are a big part of digital ecosystems (Komulainen, 

2016). Digital ecosystems are platforms that contain and bind all the sources and activities of the 

company together. Most importantly, since the goal of digitalization is to maximize the use of all 

layers in the business and creating value with choices that benefit the port and their customers, 

new operations can be created and powered through digitalization (Port of Kotka, 2016). The 

following are the opportunities and values that digitalization presents to the ports. 

 

Digital access for customers: Electronic transactions like e-commerce, online retailing and digital 

marketing are widely used by companies (Zott, Amit and Massa 2011). Pires and Aisbett (2003) 

claimed that using e-commerce will improve the business in several ways, for example: better 

customer satisfaction and customer service, higher sales and though that higher revenue, a better 

customer relationship and improving in adopting new possible market areas. 

 

Automation of business operations: Automation’s role in ports has grown and the automated 

operations target to take full usage of the space that is in the port yard and hangars. Ports try to 

maximize the usage of different equipment and minimize errors and costs with the digital 

equipment. Most areas are in a symbiosis with digitalization meaning that humans work together 

with machines to achieve better results. Cargo handling has benefitted the most out of 

digitalization and automation (Merikotka, 2014).  An automation is either full or partial and aims 

to increase flexibility and productivity to achieve the desired efficiency level.  Operations like 

handling and storing can be automated through machines as well as development and production 

surveillance (Thulesius, 2016). Järvinen and Taiminen (2016) demonstrated that the use of 

automation in marketing demonstrated quality sales leads by targeting and personalization the 

content to certain behavioral groups. 

 

Use of sensors and receivers to gain real time data: Sensors and receivers changed the way data 

is collected from the processes. It also created new business opportunities. Data can be gathered 

from several sources and not only from machines. In the modern time data is gathered also from 

tablets, customer platforms and other electronic devices. With today’s analysis capabilities, it is 

possible to analyze the data in real time which makes possible to act in certain situations fast. In 
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logistics, it is possible to react on traffics and make a new route plan for the incoming or outgoing 

cargo traffic (Thulesius, 2016). It is important for business operators like ports to be able to react 

and change the plan swiftly to avoid conflicts and ensure the wanted outcome. It is important for 

the fluent cargo flow to have these sensors and it helps the port operators to maximize the usage 

of their assets available. In addition, the data that is gathered and monitored in real-time helps the 

customers to arrange their schedules accordingly (Järvinen and Taiminen, 2016).  

Overview of cargo flow: Cargo that is transported without changing containers and with more 

than two transport ways is called intermodal transport. The target of this type of transportation 

aims to ensure an unbroken, reliable and the fastest possible transportation from the beginning to 

the end. Intermodal transport targets also to use each transport ways benefits to achieve fluent 

cargo flow (Thulesius, 2016). The cargo can be streamed smoothly, and the management can aim 

for higher accuracy in the cargo transportation (Haraldson, 2015). Digitalization makes it possible 

to overview various cargo flows from several sources and helps to channel them efficiently without 

interruptions. 

1.4 Threats and Challenges in Port Digitalization 

Despite all the opportunities digitalization process presents to the port, there are still risks in 

starting the digitalization strategy. This problem might occur even bigger for smaller companies 

because of lack of resources and usable assets. On the other hand, for larger companies and mega-

corporations, the challenge lies in the fact the change is so enormously that it ends up affecting all 

their business processes. This impacts the port industry especially because there are so many 

processes that are impacted but internal and external sources (Thulesius, 2016). Some of the major 

challenges are: 

 

Comprehensive and consistent digital strategies: It is important to have a key strategy to 

understand the outline of the project.  Wrong and inconsistent strategies can lead to waste of efforts 

and resources. The strategy plays a key role when a company is entering a digital process. It is 

important to analyze and evaluate the ongoing and existing IT systems and their competitive 

potential before the company decides to invest in a new IT process. To understand if the ongoing 

technology can be used to benefit the technology that is desired can save a lot of time and assets 

that can be used otherwise (Haraldson, 2015). It is important to analyze and evaluate the ongoing 
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and existing IT systems and their competitive potential before the company decides to invest in a 

new process. It is important to understand if the ongoing technology can be used to benefit the 

technology that is desired (Haapala, 2010). 

 

Expertise: Expertise is the key to a good strategy to guarantee a wanted outcome of the project.  

“Ports require experts like computer scientists, mathematicians, and data scientists having a solid 

foundation in modeling, analytics, statistics, and software engineering” (Heilig, Schwarze & Voss, 

2017, p.1349). The port operators need this kind of experts to carry out digital projects and they 

can often be required from outside consultants. Nevertheless, it is also important to have 

knowledge about the port environment and operative functionality. You cannot just implement 

new technology on the basic knowledge that his worked in the mining industry. 

 

Acceptance: Having acceptance from all involving parties and the port community when entering 

a new process. The challenge usually does not stop at the end of the process. Often at a concluded 

process, you need to watch and analyze how the implementation is going and check to see if it 

creates the intended value (Heilig, Schwarze & Voss, 2017). 

  

Matching demand: One of the biggest challenges for the port industry is that the vessels are 

growing and carrying more cargo than ever. Also, the number of incoming vessels that carry cargo 

is raising up and these are most likely the biggest challenges the ports facing globally (Thulesius, 

2016). The ports are seeing shipping companies improving their vessels in the matter of size and 

spacing. This means that the vessels not only are going to be larger but they are going to be also 

stored more efficiently so they contain more cargo. The ports have to be ready to unload even 

bigger amounts of cargo at the right time, which puts pressure on the infrastructure of the port 

yards. The need to increase yard productivity is big due to increasing amount of incoming cargo, 

which has led to peaks during the shipment arrival (Haapala, 2010). Not being able to match the 

demand of the shipping alliances in the efficiency could threaten the entire business of ports. This 

is where analytics and monitoring bring its value. Through the automation and analytical benefits, 

a port is able to time the arrival and prepare for the incoming cargo. 

 

Safety: The threat of failing in matters of safety could easily reduce the interest of customers and 

end up in severe financial losses. Unfortunately, ensuring the safety of the employees, customers, 

equipment as well the goods has led to an increased number of automated processes and 
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application of more process surveillance technologies (Thulesius, 2016, Heilig, Schwarze & Voss, 

2017). 

 

Labor Union: The threat of losing jobs to automation has not pleased the unions whose activities 

sometimes paralyze the entire port. The last significant strike by the stevedores in Finland ended 

up shutting down 70% of Finnish foreign wood trade. The Finnish wood industry estimated that 

every day export goods worth 30 million euros were lost due to the strike, but the amount is hard 

to estimate because it depends on the angle it is counted (Haapala, 2010). 

1.5 Port operations in Estonia and Finland 

Estonia has been also a country to implement digitalization. Since the year 2000 internet access 

has been a right for every citizen. Also, in 2008 Estonia was the first country in the world to launch 

an E-healthcare system (Buhr, Frankenberger & Ludewig, 2016). Finland was in a Digi Barometer 

analysis of the 3 out of 22. The Digi barometer study analyzed readiness, utilization, and impacts 

of digitalization in the private sector and public sector (Kuusisto, 2014). As earlier explained the 

ports of Tallinn, Helsinki and Turku are important economic drivers for Estonia and Finland. The 

Helsinki - Tallinn route is also a major voyage route commuting with around a million passengers 

annually. 

 

There are eight (8) ports in Estonia, the biggest cargo terminal is Muuga port and the passenger 

terminal is in Tallinn. Port of Tallinn is further divided into four different port sections. There are 

also Kopli - Port of Tallinn and Paldiski - Port of Tallinn. All ports take at least minor amount of 

cargo but there are two container terminals both located in Tallinn that is the main port area in 

Estonia (Searates statistics center, 2018). Tallinn harbor is the biggest cargo and passenger port in 

Estonian soil (AS Tallinna Sadam, 2016). 

 

The port of Tallinn is the biggest port complex and authority in Estonia. It is one of the busiest 

and biggest ports in the Baltic Sea region. Port of Tallinn is a state-owned company managing four 

different port sections (AS Tallinna Sadam, 2016). The total revenue of Tallinn’s port complex 

was in the year 2016 almost 96 million euros. It is surprisingly much when we compare to Port of 

Helsinki where the turnover was 89.7 million euros. 
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Finland has 46 ports in Finland, this includes also the inland ports of Finland. The main ports of 

Finland are in Turku, Helsinki, and Kotka. Finland has three (3) container terminals which are 

located in Pori, Kotka and Helsinki (Searates statistics center, 2018). Port of Helsinki is the 

biggest port complex in Finland. It is also one of the biggest ports in Northern Europe. As the 

port of Tallinn is stated owned so is port of Helsinki. Port of Helsinki is owned by the city of 

Helsinki (Port of Helsinki, 2016). Other mentionable ports in Finland where the Port of Turku 

with 22 million and HaminaKotka Satama Oy with 35.8 million euros’ turnovers. It is also 

mentionable that HaminaKotka mainly focuses on cargo since it is one of the three container 

terminals. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This chapter discussed how important digitalization is and how ports can benefit from it 

especially with the right people. It also showed that digital processes can bring financial savings 

and improved business operations with the wanted efficiency level. It concluded by showing the 

importance of the Estonian and Finnish ports are both implementing digital equipment. 
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2 METHODS 

2.1 Research philosophy 

According to strategic management theory, the management level and their impact on the process 

is the lifeline to success, companies must be innovative when they are entering a new process. 

Noble stated (1999b) that even the best planned strategies might fail to generate good results if 

they are not implemented successfully (Guohui, S, & Eppler, M. J., 2008, p.3). They noted that 

even the best strategy on paper might end up being a disaster if not properly executed. When a 

company decides to invest in the digitalization process, it is important to have a well-planned 

strategy along with good leadership. 

 

Redefining a company’s strategic view is the first step in business transformation. It includes 

redefining capabilities, goals and competences to achieve the advantage on the market (Bowersox, 

Closs & Drayer, 2005, p. 2). Guohui and Eppler (2008) explained that implementing a strategy 

has risen up as one of the biggest challenges the management has to face, and this implies all 

industries. Their study showed that there is a big risk of failure in new strategical change. This is 

why it is critical to have the key people organizing the change so that the project results will be 

positive. 

 

Kong (2007) Stated that strategy is the balance in a company between actions and choices as well 

as internal abilities and external surroundings. Kong said that strategy must be combined with 

overviewing external and internal preferences, behaviors, processes and environments of the 

company. Guohui and Eppler (2008), said the strategy is a series of decisions, choices and 

activities which might be complex or simple, are impacted by all employees from the top-level 

managers to the lower level employees and also by the internal and external components. By 

looking the strategy this way, the companies are able to achieve their targets and turn the strategic 

plans into reality. 
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2.2 Research design 

The questions were targeted accordingly to answer the main research questions. This study was 

conducted accordingly to a qualitative framework, because it was the most suitable way to explain 

the impact of the digitalization in the Gulf of Finland I where the biggest ports of Finland and 

Estonia are located. 

 

The interview questions were concluded of four open questions which covered the impacts, the 

threats, the targets and the future opportunities of digitalization.  

2.3 Sample selection 

 

The sample selection for this study were people who work in the port industry or are closely related 

industry. In addition, this study aimed to interview people from the ports who are closely 

connected with the digital processes or are involved in decision making about new technology and 

processes that are influenced by digitalization. A total of six respondents were interviewed for this 

study, from which two were conducted in person and four of them were carried through via Skype. 

 

Interviews were made in an understanding with my professor from Tallinn University of 

Technology. The interview questions were piloted by my coworkers and by my former manager. 

The questions were targeted accordingly to answer the main research questions. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Results 

There were six respondents. All respondents work closely with the port industry and the digital 

environment. The respondents are familiar with the digital processes that are ongoing in the 

ports. The respondents are mainly working with ports that are located at the Gulf of Finland.   

The respondents from Finland had a working experience of over 15 years in the maritime and 

port industry. All the respondents from Finland were also involved in decision making in ports 

and were higher level managers. The Estonian respondents did not have as many years of 

experience in the industry. The Finnish respondents worked in the field of IT managers and 

operative managers. 

 

The respondent A3 had the most experience in the industry of maritime and it was over 10 years. 

A3 was involved in the decisions making process and worked in traffic managing. The 

respondents A1 and A2 had around 5 years of work experience in the ports and maritime 

industries. A1 was working as a freelancer to improve the digital solutions for the ports and A2 is 

currently working as a professor but works closely with the Estonian ports. They were not 

working in currently straight for the ports but were involved in operations in which the port 

complex of Tallinn was also involved. 
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This table presents what the ports in Estonia and Finland are trying to achieve through 

digitalizing their operations and what it means to them. 

Table 1. What does digitalization mean to you and your port and what are you trying to achieve 
through digitalization? 

 

 

Respondents  Responses  
 Category A (Estonian, Tallinn)  
Respondent A1 Acquiring savings and visibility in processes. 

Improved communications and data exchange.  
Respondent A2 Management - and information flow, savings, 

improved operative planning and functionality.  
Respondent A3 Improving in communication and data exchange and 

improve yard usage. Efficiency improvements and 
savings are also looked for. Trying to improve the 
incoming and outgoing traffic. 

 Category B (Finland, Kotka, Helsinki)  
Respondent B1 Improving business operations, communication and 

impact on the customer satisfaction. Savings in 
several fields and improved efficiency in operations. 

Respondent B2 Savings in resources, staff and electronic cargo flow 
documentation. Efficiency improvements. 
Supervising overall operative processes in ports.  

Respondent B3 To improve overall functions in the port. Better data 
handling and exchange and communication. 
Improved efficiency and more efficient logistic 
sector. 

Summary  
Category A 

 All of the respondents in Category A stated that they are looking for financial savings from 
digitalization. 

 The respondents said that ports are trying to achieve better communication between all 
parties that are involved in the processes.  

 Respondent A3 stated that they are looking for efficiency improvements in ports operations 
through digitalization.  

 Improving the coming and going traffic.  
 
Category B  

 The respondents in category B said that they are looking for savings through digitalization. 
Savings are achieved in work hours and resources.  

 The respondents stated that their port operators are looking for efficiency improvements 
through digitalization.  

 Respondents told that they are looking to improve the overall business operations and their 
functionality through digitalization.  

 Also, an improved logistic sector.  
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Digitalization is seen as a useful tool that aids the ongoing operations and improves them. The 

respondents stated that they are looking to achieve financial savings through the improvements 

digitalization offers them. 

 

The respondents from both countries stated that they are looking for better communication 

between parties that are involved. The better communication includes also the customs duty who 

is present in the ports. The respondents stated also that they are hoping to achieve a better 

operative functionality especially in cargo handling but also in the passenger traffic. 

The respondents stated also that they are expecting more accurate and faster data exchange that 

can be seen by all parties. 
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This table presents how the ports of Tallinn, Helsinki, and Kotka have benefitted from 

digitalization this far. 

Table 2. How has digitalization affected your company? 

Respondents  Responses  
Category A (Estonian, Tallinn)  
Respondent A1 Financial savings are already achieved in several 

fields. Better planning and visibility has led to less 
mistakes. Improved communications between 
involved parties. 

Respondent A2 Information flow is faster and more accurate between 
necessary parties. A more error free environment 
through improved communications.  

Respondent A3 Improved relationships and communication with all 
parties involved. Real time visibility of ongoing 
cargo and movements in the port area. Electronic 
data transfer between parties improve efficiency.  

Category B (Finland, Kotka, Helsinki)  
Respondent B1 Automated check in processes for passenger traffic 

and for cargo traffic. Less staff due to automated 
processes and improved access control for cargo 
flow. The amount of investments in digitalization has 
been around 4% of revenue in 5 years. Customers 
value investments in digital processes.  

Respondent B2 Real time information for customer’s goods 
whereabouts. The yard technology works fully and 
improves operations functionality. Web services that 
improve access for operations. Investments have 
been around 4-10% from the revenue in five years. 
Less employees nowadays and twice the amount of 
cargo. Customer demand digital processes.  

Respondent B3 Mobile port applications to control the coming and 
going traffic. Electronical billing system and 
automation of cranes and processes. Better data 
exchange between parties. Improved efficiency.   

Summary  
Category A 

 Respondents stated that digitalization has made the ports already more error free. 
 Communication has improved and is more accurate and faster between all parties involved 

in the transaction.  
 Some financial savings have already been achieved through automation and improved 

communications which has led to efficiency improvements. 
 Real time visibility and data of cargo flow for the parties involved in the action. 

Category B  
 Automated data about the ongoing cargo traffic and their locations.  
 The investment level in digitalization is over 4% of the revenue in 5-year time frame. 
 Less employees due to automation of processes.  
 Web services and mobile applications impact the operations surveillance and help to handle 

the coming cargo or passenger traffic. 
 Customers want that the port operators invest in digital processes to improve their 

operations. 
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All the respondents said that the impact of digitalization can already be seen. Digitalization has 

already changed the working environment towards more automation and through that to a more 

efficient work environment. Also, the rate of mistakes has reduced due to automation of 

processes. 

 

The respondents stated that the data exchange between all necessary parties has already 

improved but there still is work to be done. The data can be shared through several channels and 

all involved in the process are able to see the progression of the action. 

 

Different web and mobile applications help the ports and their customers to time their cargo and 

passenger movements. It helps also the cargo owners to time their arrivals which makes the 

environment more efficient. The customers were said to appreciate and value the mobile 

applications that help passenger traveling in ports, but the cargo traffic demanded working 

environment that is supported by web and mobile applications to withstand the growth of 

demand in the business.  
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This table illustrates the threats that digitalization has brought or could possibly bring to the 

industry in the future.  

Table 3. What type of threats do you think digitalization process has brought or can potentially 

bring to your ports? 

 

 

Respondents  Responses  
Category A (Estonian, Tallinn)  
Respondent A1 Digital service providers sell same package for 

several fields without changes. How to get all 
involved parties to work together and share sensitive 
information.  

Respondent A2 Actors involved in the process do not trust each other 
with sensitive data, so it is not shared. Cyber-attacks 
oppose a risk for sensitive information.  

Respondent A3 Data protection problems. Parties involved are not 
willing to share sore information. How to get all 
parties to use new technology when the old still 
works. The way of doing thigs is going to change. 
Cyber-attacks of sensitive data. 

Category B (Finland, Kotka, Helsinki)  
Respondent B1 On the stevedore side the unions are troubling. Big 

financial investments so the risks are high. How to 
apply new ways of working.  

Respondent B2 How to control the coming changes. How to change 
the entire way of working and doing. How to apply 
new methods and strategies.  

Respondent B3 Processes are changing so quick how keep up. 
Capacity problems, how to maintain the coming and 
outgoing data and goods. Data security! Big fine if 
the port commits data protection crime! 

Summary  
Category A 

  Involved parties in the port operations are not willing to share sensitive data with each 
other.  

  Cyber-attacks oppose a big risk for the sensitive data that is handled in ports.  
  How to get all parties use the new technology and change the way of working.  

 
Category B  

  How to apply the new ways of working which digitalization makes possible.  
  Challenge is going to be how to control the all coming changes and how to apply new 

strategies.  
 Respondent B3 said that data security is a threat. Finland has strict policy in data protection 

crimes. 
 Capacity problems in handling more cargo and data.  
 On the stevedore side the unions can be problematic.  
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All respondents mentioned some issues digitalization can possibly create. The main issues 

digitalization creates are in the field of data security. The question is how to protect yourself 

from cyber-attacks and leaks when a significant amount of sensitive data is gathered. Finland has 

a strict policy in the field of data protection crimes. 

 

The respondents stated also that when digitalization impacts the way of doing how to apply new 

ways in an industry that has worked with the same habits for decades. Also, how to handle and 

maintain the changes of the increasing amount in cargo and data. Every respondent said that 

digitalization brings more benefits to the industry than it creates threats. 

 

Respondent A1 stated that the service providers from whom the ports usually buy the newest 

technology or use their help in consultancy, tend to sell packages that are not customized.  
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Table 4 presents what the respondents see digitalization can offer for the ports in the future or 

makes possible. 

Table 4. Are there any new business opportunities that digitalization makes possible? 

Respondents  Responses  
Category A (Estonian, Tallinn)  
Respondent A1 Faster and more accurate logistic services. More 

customers due to availability of services and saved 
time. More flexible and cost effective. 

Respondent A2 Better flexibility in overall operations. Supervising 
better the outgoing and incoming traffic from all 
customer bases. Improve security systems for data 
and yards.  

Respondent A3 Automated check in systems for logistics so that the 
whole process would not need support. 
Communication between parties so that the 
unnecessary steps are cut out. To integrate security 
systems of the ports and clients in the port areas.  

Category B (Finland, Kotka, Helsinki)  
Respondent B1 Automated guidance systems for cargo flow. Mobile 

app development to improve the timing of the cargo 
and passenger traffic. Bring together every function 
and operation that takes part in the action. 

Respondent B2 The amount of data that is gathered is huge, how to 
handle it and benefit out of it. Working from a 
distance is coming more popular, cost effective and 
useful. Automation of all cranes and equipment. 
Automated information sharing can be provided of 
the goods while on the way.  

Respondent B3 More efficient, faster and better services. Ports could 
be data companies. A lot of data could be sold on for 
third parties to benefit financially.  

Summary  
Category A 

 Over all better flexibility to improve the operations.  
 Improving the security measures of the yards and data. Also, to get all parties involved to 

use same security measures.  
 Improve the supervision of the ongoing actions for cargo and passengers.  
 Automation of logistic services to ensure faster and accurate outcome. 

 
Category B  

 Automation of the cargo flow and to enable information sharing while on the way. 
 Automation of the cranes and different equipment. Remote access to supervise and move 

the cranes if necessary. 
 How to handle the data that is gathered from the process and how to benefit out of it.  
 Mobile apps to support the coming and outgoing traffic.  
 Uniting all actions in a certain operation.  
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All the respondents said that digitalization is going to keep creating opportunities in the future. 

New business opportunities were seen in the cargo field in the means of the increased amount 

that can be handled and the accuracy of the moved cargo. The yard and terminal control are 

going to be fully automated in the future, so the efficiency is going to increase even more. The 

automation of the yards allows also a better overview of the processes that are ongoing in the 

yard. 

 

One new interesting opportunity was raised what ports have not been doing was reselling the 

gathered data from the processes. The ports gain huge amounts of data of the ongoing traffic 

around which could be resold for local businesses to gain extra revenue.    

3.2 Discussion and Recommendations 

Digitalization was not seen as a new phase or process but as a useful tool that supports the 

ongoing operations on the yard as well in the terminals. Digitalization offers a lot of potential 

improvements to the port industry all the way from better communication with the involving 

parties to an increased amount of handled cargo. The core improvements were to reduce the 

overall costs in all fields and through automation and better technological systems to increase the 

efficiency in Finnish and Estonian ports. 

 

The automation of the processes is going to eventually improve the overall operative 

functionality of the ports. Automation is going to lead towards fewer mistakes in the ports and to 

a more efficient working environment. One benefit of automation is that most of the equipment 

and cranes can operate themselves but those which cannot, can likely be moved and accessed 

remotely. It was stated by the respondents from Finland that they have less staff than 10 years 

ago but they handle twice the amount of cargo.  A job that used to require 5 men can be done by 

one who is not even present in the port. The automation of processes is going on already in the 

port sector in Finland and Estonia and it is going to take over eventually all of the functions that 

can only be taken over. 

 

In the future automation could also be maintained by artificial intelligence. The processes are 

going more and more towards full automation, so it could be an extremely cost efficient solution 
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to acquire artificial intelligence to maintain the simple processes in the start and when the 

technology evolves it could take over more complex operations. 

 

One of the main improvements the respondents were expecting was data exchange between 

parties that operate in the Finnish and Estonian ports. How to get all share the necessary data 

with the right authorities and partners as quickly as possible. This can most likely be achieved 

with different kind of web and mobile applications that are accessible for the involving sides. 

The ports of Tallinn and Helsinki have started to plan a mobile app to improve the passenger 

traveling and are thinking on extending it to the cargo traffic also. The customers are going to 

demand more digital access to buy and clarify the service they want to use and therefor it is key 

things the ports of Kotka, Helsinki, and Tallinn need to develop. 

 

Port of Hamburg started a project in 2010 where they centralized the communication of all 

transportation ways so that the decision making would become more agile. This way the 

communication and data sharing would go through one place and it would become more efficient 

and it would visibility since everyone would use the same channels of communication and data 

sharing. This is something the Finnish and Estonian port industries have been trying to achieve 

through a single window program and partly it is working. The program is nationwide in it was 

created by EU. 

 

Digitalization offered also one relatively new business opportunity for the ports. Its core idea is 

to resell the data that is gathered from the processes. Ports operate huge amounts of data about 

different types of goods that could be resold and through that could be gained more revenue. 

This idea was presented by one respondent from Finland, but he stated that the idea is new and 

still under a thinking cap. This is most likely a business idea where the ports in the Gulf of 

Finland would need outside consultancy since the core business of ports is not data handling.  

 

Digitalization creates a certain type of threat to the data that is shared. One reason why 

companies working in the ports and shipping through might not be willing to share data is that 

they cannot afford the data to leak forward. The cyber-attacks create a significant threat to all 

data that is shared and handled online. The respondents from both countries said that they have 

seen attempts of cyber-attacks and phishing. Therefor it is crucial to keep up to date the firewalls 

and have measurements that certain data needs to be encrypted. This could also be something the 

ports consider outsourcing. 
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The customer benefits from most digital improvements in the means of faster and more accurate 

delivery. The respondents from Finland and Estonia stated that the passenger who travel 

appreciated a lot the digital option to check in and to pay. On the cargo side where the impact is 

larger, the customer did not only value digital and technological improvements but especially in 

Finland they demanded that the port sector keeps improving their functionality and through their 

functionality improvements their operations improve in the ports also. 

 

The operators could do give a picture of the profits gained form digitalizing since every project 

is evaluated by itself and the time frame for the evaluation can be long. Respondents stated from 

both countries that the profits are remarkable but did not want to mention any sums because 

there was no certainty about them. 

 

The ports in Finland and Estonian will keep adopting new technologies and software to improve 

their operations, to ensure the growth of the revenue and to ensure the customer satisfaction. 

Without the digital improvements, the ports will never be able to match the demand of future. 

Briefly, the digital implementations were seen as an overall benefitting resource.  
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CONCLUSION 

4.1 The aim of the thesis 

The aim of this paper was to analyze the opportunities and threats that are created or achieved 

through digitalizing processes in the port industry. The study aimed to answer these questions of 

the ports that are located in the Gulf of Finland in Estonia and Finland. 

 

The primary target was to investigate if digitalization creates new business opportunities and 

improves the ongoing operations in the ports. Creating new operations and improving the old 

does it create more value for the ports.  The other primary target was to study does digitalizing 

the processes create possible threats to the industry.  

4.2 List of the conclusions 

Digitalizing the operations in, the ports do offer more opportunities than it creates threats. This 

study found out that there are numerous opportunities and improvements that digitalizing the 

port operations makes possible. 

 

All of the respondents applied in the study that digitalizing the processes will lead towards better 

functionality in the port industry. The better functionality will be achieved by automating 

different processes all the way from electronic registration systems for passengers in the 

terminals to automation of the cranes which move the cargo in the yard. Automation will 

eventually lead to a more error free environment which will be more efficient and reduce the 

level of costs. 

 

But in the end the core targets are to reduce the costs and improve the overall functionality of the 

operators by increasing the level of communication, automation and improve the data exchange 

between parties involved in the actions. The core opportunities in the port industry are going to 

be in the future still around the handling and movement of the cargo. EFIP stated in their 

research 2017 that if the ports simply fall behind in the digital development they will not be able 

to compete in the modern environment of business.   
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There were some new kind of business opportunities which can be powered through the digital 

progress. One of the most beneficial new opportunities goes around the gathered data and about 

the opportunity to resell it to a third party. This could be a major new business opportunity for 

the port operators since the data they gather could benefit local business to increase their 

revenue. But this kind of opportunity would need core expertise, so the business function could 

be outsourced to a level that is more knowledge about the function. 

 

New business opportunities occur also in the field of digital customer access. The ports are 

creating new channels to distribute their services. Digital customer accesses have already been 

started in the field of supervision of the product life cycles and distribution of ports services. All 

services that are in the web or on the mobile phones are going to increase the level of interest in 

the customers since the services are easily accessible. 

 

The automation of logistics is also in the future opportunities. The core idea could be that the 

flow of the cargo is supervised from a distance control room. All functions happening in certain 

time and place in the ports would send information to the control center and which could 

necessarily react oncoming changes and reroute or reschedule. 

 

Mainly digitalizing processes did not create risks in the port industry. The risk that might occur 

in during digitalizing processes or implementing them is more or less in the sector of data 

protection area. How to ensure that the shared and gathered data does not end up in the wrong 

place. It came up in the interviews that for sensitive data there are protections that are required in 

emails and messages to minimize the risk of the data ending up in the wrong place.  
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4.3 Assessments and proposals   

Future research studies could consist the themes of the usage of artificial intelligence in 

automation processes to benefit the ports in the Gulf of Finland. Most of the processes work and 

function by themselves how will it change when they are capable to make the decision by 

themselves and give instructions. This could possibly be a significant opportunity for the ports 

located in southern Finland and in Northern Estonia. Since artificial intelligence is a very recent 

and continuously evolving technology it has not been piloted in many ports. 

 

Also, the cyber-security side of the ports. When the amount of sensitive data that is gathered is 

vast it raises the question how to maintain it all secured. One research option that could benefit 

the port industry widely is how the industry could benefit from the data that is gained from the 

processes. This could be a research topic that the ports are already thinking about and hoping to 

get some instructive answers. The Finnish ports are looking for options in the data handling 

business and mapping opportunities in the sector. 
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